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Fitting Ferrules
First things first, I need to acknowledge Tom Morgan for the design of the ferrule hone and James Bond for
help in the creation of mine.
This tutorial will capture my method of fitting ferrules and the tools and supplies use, in no way is this the
best way (although it is to me) just another perspective. For those who have purchased my ferrule hone please
pay particular attention to those steps. For demonstration sake we will work with size 13 ferrules.

Equipment I Use

•

Male and female ferrule (these are from Rush River).

•

.200 Class ZZ+ Pin Gauges (use the appropriate size for the bamboo
side of the ferrule).

•

¼” aluminum Shaft Collars.

•

7/32” Arco Blind Hole Lap (the laps come in 1/32” increments and
are capable of expanding 15% of their nominal diameter, choose a
lap equal to or the next size smaller than your ferrule).
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•

Lapping Compound (I have a tub of lapping compound but prefer
the stuff I made combining Rottenstone and paraffin oil).

•

Ferrule Hone (this is one I made, they are also made by Sunnen
available on eBay but command a hefty price, I have these available
for sale in my store.).

•

Micro-Mesh Touch Up Stick.

•

8 cut Grobet file (I only use files when there is a lot of material to
remove, typically more than .003).

Methodology
1.

Fit the .200+ pin gauges in the bamboo side of the male and female
ferrule and slide the shaft collars on the ferrule tabs (I’m using a
Sherline lathe, if you have a larger lathe you can use an adjustable
collet instead of the pin gauges), tighten the shaft collars.
NOTE: For demonstration purposes I mounted the pin gauge with
the size out, I suggest you mount the pin gauge with the size inside
the ferrule so you don’t loose the size.
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2.

Fit the .7/32” lap in the in the slide side of the female ferrule and
adjust the lap to just slide in without any resistance. Be careful to
not over enlarge the end of the lap or you will introduce a burr (I
expand the lap a little at a time until it just fits).

3.

Mount the female ferrule in the lathe and run at 600 rpm.

4. Apply some lapping compound to the lap and slide the lap in and
out of the ferrule, repeat as necessary to get a bright polished
surface (You Tube video).

5.

Clean out the slide with Q-tips and denatured alcohol.

6. Check the size of the female slide with an appropriate small hole
gauge and micrometer, record this dimension (you can also use a
pin gauge however it won’t be quite as accurate.
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7.

Mic the male ferrule in several places, record the largest dimension.

8.

The difference between steps 7 and 6 will be the amount you need
to remove from the male slide

9. Mount the male ferrule in the lathe.

10. Assemble the ferrule hone. Install the micrometer head so that the
zero mark is in line with the scribed line on the top of the hone
body. Install the dead stop.
NOTE: the previous builds do not have the micrometer head grove,
you can take a carbide scribe and scribe a line in the top of the
hone body as close to the center of the micrometer head hole as
possible

.23555-.23425= .0013
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11. Set the ferrule hone over the ferrule and slightly squeeze the ends
of the hone together until the stone and guide just touch the
ferrule. Adjust the micrometer head using the friction stop (small
knob at the end of the micrometer head) so that the ram touches
the bottom of the hone, place the correct size shim on the bottom
of the hone frame and adjust the dead stop down until it makes
contact with the shim.
NOTE: Supplied shims are .001 and .0005, use the .0005 if the ferrule
is .002 or less oversize and the .001 for anything larger.

12. Remove the hone from the ferrule and apply a drop of cutting oil
to the stone. Turn the lathe on, run at about 600 rpm. Without
adjusting the hone set it on the ferrule, with an in and out motion
slide the hone down the ferrule (YouTube video). Wipe off the
ferrule and look for any longitudinal marks, these will indicate
where the stone is cutting.
Adjust the micrometer on the hone down .0001 and hone the ferrule
again. Clean the surface of the ferrule (YouTube video).
After cleaning the oil from the ferrule manually turn the ferrule
observing the scratches, when you see the scratches on the entire
surface of the ferrule you have accomplished making the ferrule
round.

13. Mic the male again in several places to see how much more material
needs to be removed.
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14. Slide the female ferrule onto the male to check the fit. I mark the
male at the face of the female and work from this point back as I lap
the male.

15. Lap the male being careful to not over-lap it, then you need to replate the male but that will be the subject of another tutorial
(YouTube video).

16. FINIS!

Resources
Class ZZ+ Pin Gauges

MSC

You can purchase them in a set through eBay however
I like using one in each bamboo side of the ferrule so I
opted to purchase individually from MSC. They also
carry Class X pin gauges but they’re three times the
price with no discernable added value.
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Aluminum Shaft Collars

McMaster-Carr

The aluminum shaft collars are cheaper than the steel
ones, I also prefer the two-piece collars.

Arco Blind Hole Laps

MSC

This is the cheapest price I could find for these, they
also carry replacement barrels You can purchase these
individually or in sets.

Lapping Compound

MSC

The best lapping compound you can get is Loctite
Clover however it commands a rather high price. I
personally prefer to mix my own.

Quattro Buffers

Beauty Brands

Any four-way buffer you can get from a beauty supply
store will work. These are similar with the Sand Turtle
File but with two extra filing surfaces and a bit
cheaper

Micro-Mesh Touch Up
Stick

Stewart McDonald

These are also available in beauty supply stores under
a different name. This is a 2000/4000/12000 grit buffer,
very nice for polishing.
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